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Board Approves Degrees, Vetoes
Eastern's Board of Regents,
approved last Thursday five
new baccalaureate and six new
graduate degree programs,
including expansion of the
nursing curriculum from a two
to a four-year program.
The new programs,
previously approved by the
Council on Academic Affairs
and the Faculty Senate,
include master's degrees in
. French, Spanish, mathematics,
psychology, and education
with emphasis in school
health, plus a fifth-year
program in school health
education.
The new baccalaureate
programs include nursing,
interior design, and art, and
minors in social work and in
rehabilitation education. The
Board also approved an
associate degree program
(two-year) in interior
decoration.

In executive session, the
Board re-employed Dr. Robert
R. Martin as president for four
years.
Dr. Martin presented to the
Board a 10 year report on
Eastern's growth entited
"Toward a Vision."
The Board also approved
award of honorary degrees to
the Right Reverend William R.
Moody, bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of
Lexington, doctor of letters;
Clarence H. Gefford, a New
York financier and recipient
of the EKU Outstanding
Alumnus -Award in 1959,
doctor of laws, and Dr. Kelly
Thompson, former president
of Western Kentucky
University, doctor of laws.
The Board appointed Dr.
Jim G. Henry as director of
the Model Laboratory School.
He has been serving as acting
director.

Dr. David L. Rush,
assistant professor of
educational administration,
was named Director of
Laboratory Experiences in the
College of Education.
The Board adopted a new
policy under which a student
may improve his grade point
average by re-taking a course.
Previously, a low or failing
grade continued to count
against a student's point
standing, even though he
improved it by taking the

course again. Under the new
policy, only the grade made
on the last attempt counted.
AU the master's degree
program will start in the
summer term, except the
Master of Arts in Psychology,
which starts this spring.
The Master of Arts degrees
in French and Spanish
Language and Literature will
enable Eastern to serve
students who wish advanced
degrees in French and Spanish
without a teaching minor.

,JHolders of these degrees \vill
be especially eligible for
teaching in Community
Colleges.
The Master of Science
Degree in Mathematics will
help students who wish to
pursue a doctorate in
mathematics and those going
into positions in government
and industry.
The Master of Arts Degree
in Psychology will emphasize
general psychology. It
prepares the students for

doctoral study, positions at
junior colleges, and research
assistant positions.
The Master of Arts in
Education and the fifth-year
program will prepare teachers
for roles in school health.
Expansion of the nursing
program to a four-year
baccalaureate curriculum is
designed to help Kencutky
solve a severe shortage of
nurses.
A report by the Kentucky
Nurses Association says, "A
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A NEW CONCEPT in postal service, a Self-Sendee Postal
Unit, is officially opened at EKU. This is the first of the units
placed on a campus in Kentucky. It provides the most used
postal financial and mailing service, around the clock, seven

Dr. Wesley began the
'discussion mentioning the
manners in which an abortion
might be performed. The
Approximately 50 Eastern methods cited were: the
students attended a forum scraping of the fetal tissue
concerning abortions at the from the wall of the uterus,
Methodist Wesley Center use of a suction or vacuum,
and the administration of a
Monday evening.
The program featured a salt solution. Dr. Wesley
panel composed of a Catholic stated that with sterile
priest, a lawyer, a facilities an abortion is not
psychologist, and a physician: hazardous operation for the
Father Ron Ketteler, Mr. Bob would-be-mother except for
Spurlin, Dr. Calvin Tolar, and emotional drawbacks
involved.
Dr. Raymond Wesley.

Eastern's Student Senate
registered its opposition to a
Faculty Senate proposal to
require an "oral or written"
request from any student
wishing to attend a Faculty
Senate meeting. Chuck
Kelhoffer raised the motion to
have a letter sent to the

Dr. Tolar was the second
panalist to speak. He, like Dr.
Wesley, mentioned the
extreme feeling of guilt that
might occur with an
illegitimate pregnancy.
According to Dr. Tolar, "The
feeling of guilt is one of the
most destructive forces in our
society." He said there are
two ways to remove a person's
sense of guilt, either (a) help
people stop doing the thing
that makes them feel guilty or
(b) alter their personal image.

Faculty Senate urging defeat
of the proposal. This motion
was passed.
Kelhoffer explained that
"our Student Senate meetings
remain open to all who are
interested in the betterment
of the University. Why should
the faculty close their

The legal ramifications
were mentioned
by Mr.
S purlin, a local lawyer.
Spurlin stated . that in
Kentucky, except to save the
life of the woman carrying the
fetus, abortions are illegal.
Spurlin stated that some
Students did not realize that
by telling a woman where she
might receive an abortion or
by providing money for an
abortion they assume the role
of accomplice-and are guilty
of a misdemeanor or perhaps a
felony.
Spurlin said that a woman
who has a successful abortion
may be tried for murder in
Kentucky. He went on to
point out
that the laws
governing abortions are more
liberal in some other states.
Spurling said he knew of one
instance where an' Eastern
woman went to New York for
the weekend and had an
abortion-taking advantage of
the varying laws in different
states.
Photo toy Jim SlwpTMard

MR. GENE STRANGE, director of the Wesley Center,
attentively listens to the discussion on abortion held Monday
Night at the Wesley Center. He.plans to organize additional
programs throughout the semester on varied topics.

on abortion law
aws when rape is
involved. Spurlin said it
depended on how long it takes
the woman to report the rape
incident. He said that doctors
give rape victims some sort of
medicine that prevents
pregnancy providing only a
few hours have passed since
the act occurred. If the
woman is hesitant to report
the incident, there is no legal
way to end the pregnancy
according to Kentucky law.
Humane Rights

Legal Sanctions

I

days a week. Through a double printing process of two
photographs by Marianne Rose and Larry Bailey an illusion of
fast mail service was created.

Senate Opposes Faculty Ruling

Expert Panel Holds Forum
To Discuss Abortion Dangers
BY STUART REAGAN
Staff Reporter

Jane Campbell obtained
her Bachelor of Music degree
in the major field of piano
from Taylor University. She
received her BA from Ball
State, Muncie, Indiana, in
music education and later her
MA in music education from
Columbia University, New
York City.
She also stu died
extensively abroad. In Paris
she spent one year at the
Ecole Nor male de Musique
and two years studying
privately under Madame Nadia
Boulanger.
In the summer of 1956 she
studied in England at the
The criteria for designating National Institute of
the recipient or recipients of Education, Oxford. She also
music scholarships under the studied at the Mazarteum,
fund will be established by the Salzburg, Austria, in the
Board of Regents. A music summer of 1961.
Jane F. Campbell was
scholarship selection
active
in several musical
committee will be appointed
organizations.
She was a
by President Martin to select
member
of
the
Board of the
recipients of the scholarship
National
Federation
of Music
according to the criteria
Clubs
and
past
president
of
established by the Board. *—jr
the
State
Federation
of
Music
The donor, Jane F.
Campbell, was born in Clubs, and State Music
Redkey, Indiana, and taught Professors Assocaition.
Her scholarship fund will
music at Eastern from 1926
until her death in 1967 when not only help students in the
she was Associate Professor of music department, but will
Music. She also composed the also benefit the university as a
whole.
Alma Mater song of Eastern
Approximately $123,000
was received last week from
the Estate of the late Jane F.
Campbell to be used as a
music scholarship fund at
Eastern. The fund was
accepted on behalf of the
Board of Regents by President
Robert R. Martin from
James J. Shannon, Jr.,
Executor of the will.
The trust fund is to be
known as the "Jane F.
Campbell Scholarship Fund in
Music," and will be
administered by officials,
agencies, or foundations
designated by the Board of
Regents.

Postal Hut Has
Total Service
$1, insurance booklets (IS
cent coverage) 20 cents, 10-5
cent postal cards SO cents,
10-6 cent stamped envelopes
80 cents, 5-10 cent stamped
envelopes (Airmail) for 60
cents, 1 cent stamps, 5 centstamps, 6 cent stamps, 10 cent
airmail stamps, and 25 cent
stamps. The following postal
services will also be available:
Parcel post depository, letter
collection
boxes,
currency-coin changers,
automatic weight rate parcel
post scale, letter scale,
detailed postal information
signs, nigh-day direct line
information telephone,
certified mail forms, change of
address forms, writing stand
and waste receptacle, frequent
collection schedules, and ZIP
Code Directory.

Kentucky graduate with a
baccalaureate degree, the
Health Service says.
Student regent Robert A.
Babbage, Jr. unsuccessfully
proposed a student-faculty
beautification committee to
the board. A similar proposal
on beautification was vetoed
by President Martin last
semester. Dr. Martin contends
that he does not want a small
committee suddenly taking
over the planning of the
campus.

Campbell Will
Provides Fund

A Kentucky First

A new self service U.S.
postal unit, the first to be
installed on a Kentucky
campus, is now in operation at
Eastern Kentucky University.
The unit was officially
opened last week by
Richmond Postmaster, Harry
Moberly, President Robert R.
Martin, and other post office
and university officials.
The unit easlocafeSToh the
campus through action
initiated by Dr. Martin in
cooperation with the Post
Office Department.
All self-service postal units
provide the same basic
services, regardless of type.
Each unit will make available
the following postal
commodities: 6 cent stamp
booklets for SI, 10 cent
stamp booklets (Airmail) for

sufficient number of nurses
prepared in baccalaureate level
education programs is
crucial....to the solution of
one of Kentucky's major
problems in nurse supply,
namely, the shortage of nurses
with master's degrees."
The U.S. Public Health
Service recommends that 40
per cent of all registered
nurses be prepared at the
baccalaureate and higher
degree level. About 20 per
cent of registered nurses in

Student Questions
Questions from the student
audience stimulated further
comments from the panelists.
Spurlin was asked to comment

Dr. Wesley and Father
Ketteler agreed on the
complexities of. telling when
indeed a child becomes
human. Father Ketteler.
reiterated his early statements
by saying he questioned the
right to take life when not a
threat to life. He continued,
"Every human has a right to
be human."
Spurlin later commented
that the confidence between a
doctor and his patient is not
protected by law as the similar
arrangement between a lawyer
and his client is. This
statement was made while
Spurlin explained that a
person could be tried for
violating the abortion law
without the state having to
produce the fetus. -

meetings to us?"
Dr. J.C. Powell, Vice
President of Administration
and member of the Faculty
Senate Rules Committee, was
present at Tuesday's meeting
and said, 'The new rule would
be an 'enabling device' by
which interested students
could request attendence of
Faculty Senate meetings."
Holding the results of the
recent petition drive to
ascertain student opinion on
Manditory ROTC, Kelhoffer
made a second motion which
passed overwhelmingly.
Kelhoffer requested that a
letter be sent to Dr. John
Rowlette, chairman of the ad
hoc committee studying
mandatory ROTC, advising
them of the student opinion
reflected by the petitions.
The petition drive which
was sponsored by the Student
Senate resulted in 927
signatures for a voluntary
program-217 signatures to
continue the mandatory
program for freshmen male
students.
A motion was proposed by
Robert A. Babbage Jr. to be
sent to the University Center
Board chairman inquiring
about future entertainment to
be provided on the Eastern
Campus.
"We hear rumors of
entertainment this spring,"
said Babbage, "but no definite
information, we deserve an.
explanation." At the
beginning of each semester,
Eastern students pay an
activity fee which is to
provide entertainment of the
student body. If the chairman
cannot answer the widespread
criticism, consideration should
be given to refunding the
entertainment fee."
As Student Reygent,

Flamenco Music

Lib Group Forms To Insure Rights

"Know your rights" is
what the newly forming
According to Spurlin, the Eastern Kentucky University
Supreme Court and the Court Civil Liberties Association
of Appeals have both ruled advocates. The association was
that a child has rights before it approved by the University
is born. It is possible for the committee on Student
state of a child to be the Organizations and the Council
on Student Affairs however, it
plaintiff in a law suit.
Father Ketteler said that must be passed by the Faculty
the matter of over population Senate before it is officially
is just not an issue of birth recognized as a campus
control but also an economic organization.
The approval of the new
and a social problem.
New Born Rights

Babbage reported to the
Student Senate concerning the
regent's meeting on January
14. He told the senate that his
representation of the students
included the proposal of a
Student-Faculty committee
on beautification.
A similar student proposal
on beautification was vetoed
by Dr. Martin last Novenr
The student regei
recommendation of
beautification committee w>
turned aside by the Regent
and he was "mildly chided"'
by Dr. Martin who said that'
he does not want to see a
small committee "suddenly
take over the planning of the
campus."
Jim Pratt advised the
Senate that he had received
two letters from B.E. King,
Commmissionor of Highways.
Both letters referred to the
Senate inquiry about the
possibility of pedestrian
overpasses to Keene Hall.
Pratt reported that
investigations of pedestrian
conditions have been made by
the Department of Highway
and thai the matter of the
overpass is in the hands of the
senior engineers.
Engineers estimate a
tentative cost of $35,000 for a
pedestrian crossing structure.
This estimate is subject to
revisions if and when final
plans are made.
Signs and pavement
markings have been installed.
The Department of Highways
recommended that the \
university consider pedestrian
x
and traffic service in planning
future expansion. Mr. King
CARLOS MONTOYA, "the living symbol of Falmenco
music", will be appearing tonight in Brock auditorium at 8
said, "These needs were not
o'clock. Montoya's appearance is the first in a series of
taken into account when a
community' concerts sponsored by the University Center
dormitory was constructed on
Board. FuR-tirae students with ID cards will be admitted free
the other side of the
(see 'On The ABs' page 3).
highway."

organization is on the
February agenda of the
Faculty Senate. If passed it
will be on probation for one
year.
Jim Pellegrinon, the past
Student Association President,
said, "the idea developed this
fall when a group met
together and decided that
their was a need."
He added, "the idea came
from the national scale, the
American Civil Liberties

Union, but wl are not
affiliated with the]
Pellegrinon explained that
the/ organization Would not
only be available! to help
students who felt that their
ci il liberties rod been
vi( lated on campus\but also
th >se off campus.
Civil liberties ark those
ri hts guaranteed ky the
co istitution or granted by the
go'ernmont.
"Before there has hden no

place for students to turn if
they feel they have been
treated unjustly or have
questions. We will be available
to answer questions, make
suggestions through lawyers,
and to recommend lawyers,"
said Pellegrinon.
Although Eastern's
Association is not affiliated
with the national or state
union, they have agreed to
help the newly forming group
in any way.
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Dig Into Your Pockets

'$2' Entertainment Lacks Attraction
Kentucky University. It was mentioned calling upon the University Center Board
1971 is already hearing student criticism
that Morehead State University plans to Chairman to answer the questions
(also present in past semesters) regarding
have three nationally known speakers on concerning the expenditure of the activity
the lack of entertainment for students on
fee and where the student's money is going.
their campus within the next six weeks.
the Eastern campus.
The University Center Board at Eastern
Questions revolve around the $2.00
Persons who have criticism in regard to
has
become a "booking agency," Pratt said,
activity fee paid by every full time student
"and it appears that the Board is the overall low quality of entertainment
at the beginning of each semester, which
functioning poorly, at best, in its 'booking' that has predominated the campus in the
was intended for expenditure in
past need to reorient themselves as to a
contracting entertainment in the form of capacity."
The University appears afraid to pay a possible solution. To solve the existing
concerts and speakers by the University
large amount for a concert, because entertainment dilemma, it now looks as if
Center Board.
it will be necessary for the student body to
Student Association President James students may not attend and money might plan on digging into their meager pockets
Pratt, a member of the Center Board, made be lost. If the quality entertainment that and coming up with the cash that it takes
remarks at the Tuesday meeting of appears on other campuses were to appear to book a high quality group.
the Student:
Senate,
expressing at Eastern, it seems that the problem would
dissatisfaction with the functioning of the be-standing room only-rather than a sparse
Unless you are naive enough to
Board, and its failure to provide , attendance.
hypothesize that the University will supply
The lack of speakers-the lack of new the cash, you had best anticipate
entertainment.
ideas
from various schools of approaching a highly- publicized concert
"We can't seem to get anything done,"
Pratt contended, during discussion of a thought-would make one wonder if the so wtih a pre-sale of tickets running from $3
motion asking that a letter be sent to the called "university" is afraid to expose the to $6. Groups like Chicago, 3 Dog Night,
Center Board Chairman, Dr. John Rowlett, student body to the ideas of prominent and Grand Funk, B,S, & T, etc., cost
Vice President for Research and intelligent outside speakers, who could plenty-$20,000 and up!!
Development, in order that he might contribute an integral part of the
answer to the criticism (see Student Senate, educational process.
President Pratt noted that "students on
page 1).
Pratt cited the purpose of the so-called the Board are becoming disallusioned and
"interim University Center Board," as frustrated."
The student body recently had the
being "to develop and design a permanent
opportunity
to choose their preferences
University Center Board. To this date, after
a year-and-a-half, there has been no from a list of possible entertainers to
Last Thursday President Robert R.
significant progress toward this end. The appear at Eastern. The small response Martin presented his "Toward A Vision," a
goal set in the beginning seems to have would seem to indicate that not only are 36-page ten-year report, to the Board of
the student members of the Board Regents.
been lost along the way."
Discussion at the Student Senate meeting becoming "disallusioned", but also that the
Annual reports, or reports covering
cited the quality of currently well known campus as a whole is displeased and
dissatisfied.
longer
periods of time, are common
and popular entertainment at the
The
Progress
joins
the
student
senate
in
publications at many of the nation's
University of Kentucky and Western
colleges and universities, following the
example of industry. While the corporation
has as its main audience its stockholders,
the university distributes its report to all
those whose continued support it seeks:
legislators, benefactors, alumni) etc.

Reporting To Stockholders:

President Moves Toward A Vision In 10 Years

A Stroke And A Drowning
Take Lives Of Two Students

The Eastern Progress joins the rest of
the Eastern community in mourning the
recent death of two Eastern students, Gary
J. Bleichner and Thomas Earl Jordan.
Bleichner is presumed drowned in the
Ohio River near Augusta, Kentucky. The
accident occured on a duck hunting trip
January 4th. He was 22 and lived with his
wife June in Richmond. Besides being a
past Vice-President of Theta Chi, he was
President of Omicron Alpha Kappa, an
honorary academic fraternity.
Bleichner had a 3.7 grade point average
and planned to attend Eastern's graduate

school in Law Enforcement.
Jordan, the son of Thomas and Anna
Jordan, was from Louisville and was a
sophomore geology major who had
graduated from Seneca High School in
1969. In Sigma Nu social fraternity he was
installed Theta Theta 59 and served as Vice
President of the Junior Inter-Fraternity
Council.
Jordan suffered a stroke while at
Eastern and was admitted to the University
of Kentucky Medical Center where he died
16 days later on December 13, following a
week coma. Death was due to a massive
hemorrhage. He was nineteen.

Readers Should Voice Their Views
On a campus the size of Eastern's there
are many students with many different
ideas and convictions. And it seems likely
that some of these students would be
interested in expressing their views and the
reasons behind their feelings.
One of the best ways that this can be
done is in a column in the student
newspaper. The column has been provided,
but not very many have chosen to make
use of it.
The Progress invites any reader who sees
something pertinent to the campus
community to commend it or condemn it

Feiffer

on the editorial page in "Readers' Views."
Do not hesitate to voice your opinion on
issues that have a meaning to you. Campus
leaders might find this a useful channel in
which to cast new ideas afloat, and any
student could let these leaders know what
is on his mind in this manner.
Just make the comments concise and get
to the point. Get them to the editor no
later than noon on Tuesdays and please,
sign your name and include your address
and telephone number.
If you ignore campus issues, then do not
be surprised if others do too.

The report is organized along the
following lines: (1) A message from the
President defining the purpose and scope of
the report; (2)A brief institutional history;
(3) sections reporting and interpreting data
in the areas of academic, business, student,
and public affairs and research and
development; (4) a closing statement. Also
included are photographs of individuals
who served on the Board of Regents during
the decade, including faculty and student'
representatives.
Underscoring most of the information
"contained' 'in the report is the fact that July
Eastern has never before published a 1,, 1966, Eastern underwent the transition
report of the president. The last ten years from state college to University.
in the development of this institution has
"In the 1959-60 school year, a faculty
been a period of rapid expansion. So it was of 126 members, including 30 who held the
decided that such a report was necessary to doctorate, taught 2,944 students in 26
"pull all the major facts-the big issues-of degree programs on a college campus
the institution's development during the valued at $7 million.
decade together" so that the information
"Ten years later, in 1969-70, a faculty
could be readily examined.
of 460, including 184 holding the
The audience toward which it was doctorate, taught 9,664 students in 137
directed included: alumni, presidents of degree programs on a university campus
other four-year institutions, officers and which was valued at $81 million."
staffs of professional educational
As Eastern's nature changed, so did its
organizations and accrediting association, ratio of teaching to non-teaching degrees
elected state government officals, granted. Ir| 1960, 82 percent of the
Kentucky's U.S. Senators and graduating class received teacher
Representatives, school leaders, appropriate certification. Ten years later, 53.6 percent
governmental agencies and oamittees., EKU of the graduates were certified.
faculty and professional staff members,
University status placed Eastern in a
current and retired, and former members of
the Board of Regents; the general populace more favorable position in the market place
of the Commonwealth through Kentucky for highly qualified faculty.
news media, national news and educational
University status forced a quadrupling
publications, Richmond and Madison of library capacity, an increase itv the
County government officials and annual book and periodical budget from
professional men.
$13,180 to $345,000 and a jump in the
number of stored volumes from 105,000 to
An editorial approach shunning 305,000. Periodical subscriptions rose
sensational, hard-sell prose was selected. during the decade form 422 to 2,271.
The report is subjective only to the extent
Responsibilities of a regional state
that it interprets the raw data that is
university to provide appropriate services
presented.

t

t

to the people of the area have stepped up
the level of EKU service to school districts,
local governments and other agencies in the '
form of consultation, the hosting of
conferences for professional personnel, and
the offering of courses, both on and off
campus to meet special needs of the region.
University status required a.,
reorganization academically into a
five-college structure and several
university-wide agencies such as Richmond
community college, continuing education.,
and the office of the coordinator of allied'
health programs to coordinate reWecr
academic activities.
The nature of the student body changed
as Eastern became more complex, requiring
a total restructuring of the area of studentinstitution relat ionships.
A shift was recorded in the types of
employers seeking Eastern graduates to fill
positions. At the start of the decade, nearly
100 percent of prospective employers using
the EKU placement service were school
systems. By 1970 that figure had dropped
to about 60 percent.
All the other evidences of Eastern's
growth and development during the decade,
are not as directly attributable to U
University status. The increase of raw' <i
numbers—numbers of faculty, new:
buildings, etc.- would have been necessary,
in the face of increasing enrollments, with
or without university status. It is hard ta,
say what effect becoming a university had
upon Eastern's enrollment.
Since this report was not made for the
students, the students will not be exposedto it. Next week's Progress will feature 8
special section to present the highlights of
"Toward A Vision" and give the students a
glimpse of what has gone on here at
Eastern in the past decade.
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Famed Guitarist Performs Tonight
Rarely could he remember from one day
Carlos Montoya, internationally
acclaimed Flamenco guitarist, will be to the next what flights of musical fantasy
featured tonight in Brock auditorium at 8. his imagination took. But, today one has
The Montoya appearance is one of a series only to sit down in a studio (a recording
of community concerts sponsored by the studio) and there it is-recorded forever."
University Center Board. Students who
Although many regard Flamenco guitar
possess a full-time ID card will be admitted
playing as an
improvisational
art,
free.
Montoya
shows
that
"Flamenco
has
a
very
Montoya, a Spanish gypsy from Madrid,
is credited as being the "living symbol of strict rule of rhythm and certain
Flamenco music the world over," coming characteristic chord patterns." The Madrid
second to none but Andre Segovia. He has guitarist ptoints out that, "Before one can
performed for audiences in the United attempt to improvise, one must be a
States, Canada, the Orient, and most of complete master of the rigorous discipline
inherent in the form itself."
Europe, adeptly displaying his instrumental
artistry, creativity, and dexterity on the
six-string classical acoustic guitar.

Photo* by Marianne Row

THESE ILLUSTRATIONS arc contemporary
creations by the sculptor, Dr. Bruce White,
currently professor fo Fine Arts at Northern
Illinois University. They are now on display in the
Cammack Gallery along with three other pieces of

sculpture. White will hold a seminar at 8 p.m. Jan.
^8 in the Grise Room of the Bert Combs Building.
The exhibition will be open to the public through
Jan. 31.

Northern Professor Exhibits Welded Metals
Dr. Bruce White, professor of fine arts at
Northern Illinois University, opened an
exhibition of contemporary sculpture in
welded metal at the Cammack Gallery last
week. His exhibition of about one dozen
pieces of art will continue through the
month.
The sculpture now on display consists of
rteel pipe and aluminum creations. Mr.
Richard Paul, art instructor, said that "five
of the pieces were bent and manipulated
but the sixth consisted of planes put

together in a sort of puzzle construction."
Dr. White had work on display last year
at the 13th annual Beloit and Vicinity
Exhibition, Beloit, Wisconsin. He has also
had work at the third annual Large
Sculpture Invitational, Blossom-Kent
Festival, Kent, Ohio, held with the
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra's summer
music festival; the 4th annual National
Drawing and Small Sculpture Show, Del
Mar College, Corpus Christi, Texas; Group
Show, Eighth Avenue Kenosha, Wisconsin;
Group Show, Springfield Museum,

Springfield, Illinois; One Man Show, Illinois
State University, and Wabash College,
Indiana.
i
The gallery outlet for his work is
Fairweather Hardin, Chicago. White, who
holds a doctorate from Columbia
University, has taught at City University of
New York, Southern Illinois University,
Garden City, New York, Public Schools,
Florida State University, and Adelphi
University in New York.
Dr. White will hold a seminar on the
campus Thursday evening, January 28.

Nixon Has Hardest Job

National Survey Finds Few Student Champions
Collegians have few visible champions of
their thought. Asked who they admired
most today, respondents in a recent
nationwide collegian opinion poll showed
little agreement in their answers.
In fact, the individuals mentioned most
frequently still were cited by barely one
out of seven students.
Interviewers for University Index talked
with 1,165 students on 48 college
campuses throughout the nation.
The poll was conducted by an
organization commonly known as Unidex,
a Bloomington-based opinion and market
analysis firm owned and operated by

6 6

Daniel C. Beggs and Henry A. Copeland,
Indiana University business students.
The students were asked which man
living today they admire the most. The
three most frequently mentioned
individuals were too close to rank. In
alphabetical order they, were Sen,.Edward
Kennedy,. Sen., Edmund. Muskis ,, afid
President Nixon.
Others mentioned often were (in order
of their frequency) Ralph Nader, Billy
Graham, Bob Hope, Mayor John Lindsay,
Vice President Spiro Agnew, and Dr. Paul
Ehrlich. There seemed to be little

John Brown's Body" Cast
BY MIKE RAMSEY

ii.

The University Theater will start the
spring semester with the presentation of
the popular play John Brovm's Body
preformed by the University Players.
"The play, John Brown's Body,'" said
Dr. Haller T. Laughlin, professor of drama
and speech, "is based on Stephen Vincent
Benet's Pulitzer Prize winning epic of the
Civil War.
"It is a new dramatization based loosely
on the Tyrone Power Broadway hit of the
mid-1950's. The story tells with action and
a new musical score the story of a northern
soldier's romance with a confederate
belle."
An unusual highlight in the play should!
be the use of guitars, recorders, dulcimers,
and harmonicas.
The cast is as follows: The narrators will
be Steven Stanley, Eloise Garner, Merle
Middleton, Mary Davy, Daniel Browning,
and Claudia Peyton. John Brown will be
portrayed by Robert Gray. The Southern
characters include Cudjo, played by Don

Meade, Mary Lou Wingate piayed by Toni
Trimble, Clay Wingate played by Jerry
Parks, and Sally Dupree played by Terri
Takacs.
The Northerners will be Fred De Jaco
portraying Mr. Ellyat, Penelope Hasekossterr
playing Mrs. Ellyat, Michael Woods as Jack
Ellyat, Roger Hogg as Bailey, and Vicki
Wolfe as Melera Villas.
The Assistant Director is Penelope
Hasekoester, Stage Manager-Fred De Jaco,
Assistant Stage Manager-Pat Dotson, and
the Musical Directors-Claudia Peyton and
Christine Bosler.
The curtain rises February 18-20 and
24-27. Showtime is 8 p.m. at the University
Theater. Tickets are now on sale from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the lobby of the Student
Union Building. They will also be available
at the box office two hours before each
show.
Reservations may be obtained by calling
622-3530 or 622-2535. Admission is $1 for
students, $1.25 for guests, and $.75 for
children.

It should be pointed out that Montoya
was the first to perform his concert in solo
without electronic equipment or a backup
group. Not only has Montoya achieved
primary recognition as a Flamenco guitarist
and performer, but also, he has become the
most recorded Flamenco artist in history.
Recording for United Artists,
RCA-Victor, and ABC-Paramount Record
Companies, Montoya's advanced technique
(his extremely fast fingers), his varied
repertoire, and his flair for inventive
innovations, have made him a threatening
contender for supremacy of the Flamenco
guitar.
Having recorded several albums,
Montoya believes that "The long playing
record has been one of the greatest
benefactors to the art of the Flamenco
guitar." However, it is not his own success
in recording that influences Montoya to
have such high praise for the LP market,
but instead, its effect on the music that has
been his life since boyhood.

The renowned guitarist first gave
difference in opinion geographically except demonstrable evidence of his innate
that Billy Graham was noticeably more musical brilliance while he was just a boy.
popular in the South than in other regions By the age of fourteen, Carlos Montoya
was quite popular in the cafe contantes
of the country.
Interviewers then asked about the most during the hey-day of Flamenco singing
admired women. Here the rankings were and dancing. As a concert artist, Montoya
rriuch rhore'clear witft Prime Minister GbMa made rJu£ i $fcty\ .^cfojrmjnyjng such;
Meir of Israel *' decisively wifmffljf "trie distinguished dancers" as La Argentina,"
admiration of the greatest number of Vincente, Escudere, and Argentinia.
students.
Speaking with Montoya about his
In order of their popularity, the most
recording,
he said, "It was tragic in the old
admired women were Golda Meir, Margaret
Mead, Ethel Kennedy, Rose Kennedy and days how much of the inspriation that is
the heart of Flamenco was forgotten." He
Prime Minister Ghandi of India.
conintued to add, "A guitarist used to
Lastly, the students were asked to cite improvise about a basic theme and that was
what they felt was the most difficult job in the end of it.
the world. Few questions have elicited such
a consensus among the collegian population
the question was:
Name the person whom you feel has the
most difficult job in the world today?
In answering the question 49 out of
every 50 students cited President Nixon.
The remaining 2 percent divided their
answers among such a number of people
that a ranking would bear little
significance.

Carlos Montoya not only must feel free
in his art but he also refuses to be tied
down even to his own arrangements.
Acceding to 4Btaytqjya*f press agent, iThe
essential creative ' elSrhe'nt of Flamenco is
added when he plays, for he never plays
things quite the same way twice."
For those of you who are concerned as
to what type of entertainment your Center
Board is providing for the campus, I would
suggest making plans to attend the
Montoya concert and pass your own
judgement.

In our coffee shop
MON.-SAT
10am-7pm
■

For the weekly copyrighted surveys,
students within a school are selected
randomly, while schools within a region are
not. In the selection of schools, an effort is
made to scatter the schools geographically
and to include a wide variety of
student-body sizes.

O
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To Get Volunteers

Science Center
Guides Teachers
Dr. Robert J. Miller and
Eastern's Science Education
Center have given the teacher
a new role in teaching science.
Through the elementary
science study curriculum the
teacher is no longer a
scientific encyclopedia, but is
a guide'for young 'scientists'.
At St. Marks Elementary
School on Main Street in
Richmond students are taught
the techniques and processes
of scientific investigation. This
investigative approach
stimulates the student's
interest in science and helps
him to retain facts and
develop mental sturctures
needed to solve everyday
problems.
The children are given
materials and allowed to
experiment independently.
This method is helpful in
satisfying the child's curiosity
and in teaching the basic
fundamentals of inquiry and
discovery-formulating
hypotheses, interpreting data,
and observing and classifying.
This is the first time that
the science study curriculum
has been used extensively in a
school in this area.
Investigations are geared to
the different school levels.
Working in groups, the
students discover multifaceted
information about different

Peace Corp To Visit

topics such as: how to
identify five "mystery"
powders, the world of the
microscope, shadow changes
during the day, and
hypotheses of the movement
of mealworms.
Eastern students enrolled
in Dr. Miller's elementary
science education classes
helped with the new science
curriculum by demonstration
teaching at St. Marks.
"St. Marks", Dr. Miller
said, "is the second school in
Madison County to implement
a new elementary science
curriculum Last year, Model
Laboratory School, in
cooperation with Eastern's
Science Education Center,
began to use this science
curriculum."
According to Miller, the
staff of the center-Dr. R.H.
Barker, Miss Betty Stoess and
the Eastern students who are
involved-are willing to assist
the schools of the region with
the implementation of any of
the many new science
curricula.
He also explained that if a
school selects a certain
curriculum and uses the
Center's materials on a loan
basis, a modern science
program could be available to
its students with a very small
expenditure of funds.

OFFER EXPIRES 2-15-71

"Peace Corp volunteers
don't lose two years; they use
two years.".,After extensive discussions
with many of the volunteers,
the president of Radcliffe
concluded, "You went out
ambassadors and came back
world citizens."
Three of these volunteers
will be present at Eastern to
answer questions about the
crop January 25 through 29 at
the center to be set up in the
lobby of the Jones Building.
Besides conferring with
students and faculty, the three
volunteers will be available for
classroom visits.
Requests for Peace Corps
members to participate in a
classroom session should be
taken to Dean Glenn O.
Carey, College of Arts and
Sciences, who is also Eastern's

DEBBIE SENNETT, an Eastern
Kentucky University elementary education
major from Miamisburg, Ohio, is teaching
these fifth and sixth grade students at St.
Mark Elementary School, Richmond, Ky.,

how to extend the sense of sight while
studying small things. The coed is
participating in a new approach to preparing
science teachers by the Science Education
Center at the University.

'

I'KI/I
S.\M)\M(II
SIlOl'l IS

State governmental
Two new series of
departments and other
programs are being aired by
agencies to be featured are
WEKU-FM, the 50,000 watt
economic security, natural
radio voice of Eastern
resources, arts commission,
Kentucky University.
Included is a 13-week program
Kentucky heritage
series, "The Eisenhower
commission, mental health,
Years"-a history of the man,
parks, child welfare, program
the general and the president, development office,
-that is essentially education, the attorney
documentary and programs on general's office and
the services provided by the commerce..
Commonweath of Kentucky.
Among those interviewed
"Citizens Learn about
series
are Ken Davis,
State Services" is produced by
EKU's Divison of Eisenhower's biographer;
General Omar Bradley; Harry
I nstr uctional Services.
John Sullivan, coordinator Butcher, Ike's personal aide;
1
of Eastern's FM radio station Thor Smith, war-time public
narrates as the cornmissjpners relations officer; Roscoe
and directors of state 'Brummo'ui'/' columnist,
governmental departments Stephen Arntfrose, tYrstbrlatT,
explain the services of their and Hubert Humphrey,
former Vice-President and
agencies.
These 30-minute programs now Senator.
are broadcast Tuesdays at
"The Eisenhower Years"
9p.m. and Sundays at 7:30 was produced by public radio
p.m. The series covers local station KSAC, Kansas State
government services, cultural University, with the aid of a
and
recreational production grant from the
opportunities, and health and Corporation for Public
welfare services and is Broadcasting. These programs
financed through a grant from
will be aired each Tuesday
Title I, Higher Education Act.
evening at 10:30 p.m.

'.*
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Shouts of "Fire!" and the
ringing of fire alarms soon
vacated Case Hall Wednesday
night. Girls in curlers and
housecoats and wrapped in
blankets shivered outside the
dorm for about thirty minutes

WEKU—FM Airs
2 New Programs^

with this coupon
UAH IT«
5 tun 13: when you buyour
Barbecue
EP
Sandwich!
'«

mathematics in Sarawak, a
Malaysian state on the island
of Borneo.
Not only did he teach but
he also helped to establish a
camping club, a science club,
and several sports teams. In
Trengganu he also taught
swimming to some of his
students.
Paul Villarreal, a graduate
of the University of Texts
served in the Corps from *y7
until '69 in the Honduras. He
was assigned to a rural
development program in Sin
Jeronimo, Comayagua.
Some of his completed
projects were the introduction
of fertilizer in the area,
construction of a school,
completion of a water project,
and rural electrification. He
also took an active part in
coordinating recreational
sport activities and
fund-raising programs for the
community. .
Speaking fluent Spanish, he
has visited Central America
and all of Mexico, and has
until the fire was extinguished extensively travelled
about 9:00. There was some throughout the Caribbean.
confusion, but no one was
David Poole, a graduate.
injured.
from Davidson College,
The fire, which was Davidson, N.C. was a
confined to one room on the volunteer to Kenya from
third floor, was caused by a October '66 until December
short in the wiring of an '68. Poole worked in the
electric blanket. The head of Kenya Land settlement (land
the bed and the mattress were reform) program in which
all that burned; however, the African fanners were being
room was blackened with settled onto parcels of
smoke.
formerly European fanning
, The fire was discovered by estates.
a group of girls talking in the
He worked in a 20,000 acre
hall outside the room. No one complex settled by about 350
was inside the room at that farming families. His first
time.
12-15 months were spent
primarily
with co-operative
The residents of the
room-Sue Boone and Cathy society development, whereby
Dejarnett-were safely moved the farmers could market
into an empty room down the produce, buy supplies and
provide certain common
hall.
On one wing of the third services in a cooperative
floor the fire alarm did not effort.
Poole traveled through East
function. A freshman studying
Africa,
the Middle East,
in her room did not hear
Southern
and
Southeast Asia,
everyone leave. When she
and
much
of
the eastern
opened her door the hall was
United
States.
He
also learned
full of smoke, and no one was
to
speak
Swahili.
there. "I was never so scared
A
movie,
"The
in my life," she said.
Two doors down from the Foreigners," is scheduled for
room with the fire a girl slept Tuesday, January 26 at 7 p.m.
through aU the confusion. She in the Grits Room of the
Corhbs Classroom Bufldmg.
" *T hi ? motfe*'** said
returned to the dorm.
Villarreal,
"depicts the
The newly elected floor
relationship
of
the volunteer
representatives failed to check
with
the
foreign
policy." It
to see that all the rooms were
has
won
several
awards.
vacated.

Peace Corps Campus
Representative. Dr. Carey's
office is Roark 106,
622-2S6S.
The three members to be
present are John P. Bromley,
Jr., Paul H. Villarreal, and
David E. Poole.
John Bromley speaks
Malay, and has travelled in
Thailand, Indonesia, Brunei,
Laos, South Viet-Nam, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Macau,
Cambodia, and the Bahamas.
His teaching experiences
consist of both the junior and
high-school levels in Malaysia.
For two years he taught
physics, chemistry, and
mathematics in Trangganu, a
Malaysian state on the East
coast of the Malay Peninsula,
and during his third year, he
taught biology, health,
science, physics, and

< Fire Erupts In Case
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WOW! 59«
( 94" value!)
Fabulous deal on a fabulous meal I
It's Lotts "Prize Package": Lean, tender
pork in a mild, hickory-flavored sauce...
piled high on a king-size fresh bun!
Plus a big helping of golden french fries,
and a generous portion of old-fashioned
cole slaw! You expect lots from Lotts
and you get it! Come on in!

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty
FOR YOUR
DRUG STORE NEEDS

Stocktons
Dru&s
JOE MILLER
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How To Pkm
To Pott Graduate

SECURITY
PROGRAM!
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CLAM OF ltM
NEW YOMt LITE
INSURANCE COMPANY
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62N248
BEST OF LUCK,
COLONELS

The Association for
Childhood Education meeting
will be Thursday, January 21
at 6:30. It will be in the
nursery room at Model school.
Mrs. Smith will speak and
show slides of schools in
European countries.
TKE Tournament
Tau Kappa Epsilon will
sponsor their annual
all-fraternity basketball
tournament January 22, 23,
24.
Christian Science Meet
Regular meetings of /the
Christian Science Organization
are on Wednesday evenings at
6:00 P.M. in University
Building room 103.
Circle K Pledge
Circle K made a $500
pledge to the Century Fund at
the end of November. At that
time they presented J.W.

woofoo RioinajSt «!■"•

EASTERN By-Pass

There will be a Veterans
Club meeting January 25, at
5:15 p.m. in the Grise Room
of the Combs Building.
ACE Meeting

Thurman, Director of Alumni
Affairs and Co-Chairman of
Century Fund Drive, with
$250.
The members of Circle K
raised the money by selling
peanuts on campus. Jimmy
Brown, the president of the
club, said, "Although we had
five years to meet the pledge,
we decided to meet part of
our obligation. If we can
finish paying this pledge off in
the near future, we might
make another pledge."

M

Beta Dance
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity is
ponsoring a dance on
ebruary 6th in the Student
Union immediately following
the Morehead game.
Adrian, a rock group from
Cincinnati, Ohio, managed by
Mike Barker, will provide the
entertainment. The tickets are
being sold in advance for one
dollar or at the door for
$1.25.
Tickets may be bought
from any member of Beta
Theta Pi or in front of the
book store.

GIFTED READER & ADVISOR
MADAM MARIE
1 do hereby solemnly swear to make no charge if I do not
faithfully fulfill every word in this statement. Ill tell you just what
you want to know about friandi, enemies or rivals, whether
husband, wife or sweetheart is true or false; how to gain the love
you most desire; control or influence the action of anyone even
though miles sway.
Madame Marie' has the God given power forhealing by prayer.
Everyone k welcome to come and visit at Madame Marie's home.
What you see with your eyes, your heart will believe. Are you
suffering? Are you sick? Do you have bad luck? You bring your
problems to Madame Marie today and be rid of them tomorrow. She
advises on all sffaks of life. There Is no problem so great she can't
solve..
how to hold your job when you have failed and how to
succeed- Calls your friends and enemies without asking you a single
word, and reuni'.m the separated. Upon reaching womanhood and
realizing she had the God-given power to really help humanity,
Madame Marie has devoted a lifetime to this work. She win tell you
what you want to know giving dates and facts of business matters,
love, health, family affairs, if the one you love Is true or false, what
part of country is luckiest and what to do to be successful.

LUCKY DAYS AND LUCKY NUMBERS
HALF PRICE WITH THIS AD
Located 808 E. Main St.

9:00 a.m.- 11:00 p.m.

i
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Camera Buffs Capture

Them

HORSE RACING, the Kentucky Derby...it
all means action popular in the Bluegrass State.
Here, Mike Hack, a senior from Louisville, wins
by a now in the Action category of the contest.
AGE...the young fear it, the old resign themselves to it. Here, John Batts, a
sophmore from Versailles, uses it to win first place in the People division of
the contest.

ON EASTMN IY-PASS

Hamburgers 18'
French Fries 20'
Chuck Wagon,
Creamy Milkshakes

Palmer Hall Photo Contest

..*- '.*.->.

.

,f-

COURIER-JOURNAL judges awarded Tom Ramey, a
senior from Lakeside Park, first prize for his careful
blending of light and darkness. His entry won in the
Abstract division.

"

BURGERMATIC

Pictured here are five first place winners in the
Eastern Kentucky University Amateur Photography
Contest. (Other first place winners on slides could not
be used.)
Sponsored by the Palmer Hall House Council and
judged by the Courier Journal staff these photis won
in five categories; Nature, Landscapes, ^People,
Action, and Abstracts.
*
'
■ '
Winning photographers received $10 prizes and all
entries were displayed in Palmer Hall prior to the
Christmas holidays.
'

■

\

THIS WAGON WHEEL captured first place
in the Landscape division of the contest. The
winning photographer was Ronnie Baugh, a
sophmore from Somerset.

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners
featuring

'■IMJXMIIIMIV
IWHOT ■■■■uMilfj

*'»

Watch for our Specials
Mon., Tues., Wad.
MOST in Dry Cleaning
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
******** Two Drive-ln Windows

•»-3f It
THE PRIDE of ornithologists, this falcon poses for
Rebecca Irving, a sophmore from Lexington. His efforts
were not in vain, and neither were Rebecca's as she won
first prize in the Nature division.

RICHMOND DRIVE-IN THEATRE
4 mi. South on U. S. 25 — In-car Heaters
Fri. & Sat. Adults only Adm. $1.00

DOUBLE SHQOXER SHOCK;

flappiaess
IS WH3t 1 SCIl* getting

YOU WONT BELIEVE YOUR EYES!

311 W.

fffl
5TEJLK HOUSE

M

THE MOST SENSATIONAL EXPOSE OF THE FREAK SIDE OF LIFE

Doily Specials
rid of^

financial worries so you
can "live a little". You find
this happiness in our special cash-value life insurance plans for Seniors and
Graduate Students.
Add this special kind of
happiness to your life —
I'll be glad to help you
do it.

MONDAY-Chicken, all you can eat
$1.29
TUESDAY-8 oz. Sirloin Strip Steak
$1.79
WEDNESDAY-Fish, all you can eat
$1.19
THURSDAY-Spaghetti, all you can eat..$.99

Open from
9:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M. Monday-Saturday

290 SOUTH SECOND ST.

Charles Johnson

We've got a Steak

Southwestern Life

I

1750 Alexandria Dr.. Lexington. Ky
Bus. 277-6161
A/C 606

in your Future?"

HmH ■!;,-.•.
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Eels Sting Three Foes
During Past Weekend

•Y JACK MOST
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Western Dominates Statistics
Western's Hilltoppers are perched atop the Ohio
Valley Conference standings with a 4-0 record and
that is where they are expected to finish when the
first week in March rolls around according to close
observers of the OVC race.
Before the season began Johnny Oldham's charges
were picked as solid favorites to take the crown, their
second straight. And with the conference slate only
one-third of the way, Murray is the team that is given
a slim shot at the championship. The Racers own a
3-1 mark and are the only team that has lost only one
game. A key game to the conference race shapes up in
Murray this Saturday night when Western and the
Racers tangle.
A win for Western would certainly put it in an
enviable position because that would give the
Hilltoppers victories over the top four
challengers—Eastern, Murray, East Tennessee, and
Tennessee Tech. But should a Murray upset take
place then the OVC race would become very
interesting during the next several weeks.
Western, although a bitter rival of Eastern, has
played great ball this year and its second place finish
in the Holiday Festival in New York City is a credit
to this conference. The Hilltoppers are a veteran club
with more experience than any other team in the
league and appears to have too many horses to
compete with this year.
This experience is evident when the overall
statistics of the conference are examined. They top
the OVC in scoring per game with a 90.2 average but
that is the only category where they have the leading
mark. But Western ranks in the top five in every other
statistic and this is where experience plays a major
part.
In individual play Western's Jim McDaniels leads in
scoring with a 30.5 average, tops field goal accuracy
with a 55.4 percentage, and is second in rebounding
with a 14.7 average per game.
The Eastern Colonels who own a 2-3 mark in the
Continued on page 7

NOW!
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You can buy all of your art supplies at
BLUEGRASS S & 1*2
BRUSHES ACRYLICS PAPER OILS
We have a complete line of Duro Art Supplies

• 'i

Master Charge

BankAmericard

I

Bluegrass S & T#2
Richmond Plaza Shopping Center
,

THE EASTERN EELS' FREE STYLE
relay team, pictured above, were among the
first place finishers in last weekends' meet
with Ohio University in Athens, Ohio. The
foursome had a time of 3:19.1. The
tankmen are, left to right, Pete Reed,

' Photo by Schloy Cox
All-American and team co-captain from
Levittown, Penn.; Bill Stapleton, a freshman
from Knoxville, Tenn.; Kevin Miles, from
Indianapolis, and Charles 'Link' Dorroh,
from Hopkinsville.

Strong Has Found A
Clicking Combination
BY JIM HOUSE
Progress Sports Reporter
Eastern brought its OVC
record to 3-3, losing to East
Tennessee, 70-64, and
outhustling Tennessee Tech
79-67.
It was once again a cold
second half that did the
colonels in at Johnson City.
Leading 41-31 at intermission,
Eastern came out flat, tallying
only 23 points in the second
stanza.
George Bryant, who tossed
in 19 points in the first half,
reflected the entire picture of
the team's frustation, as he
could manage only one free
throw for the second 20
minutes.
The Colonels' ragged
second half play can be
attributed to one big
factor-weariness. It was the
third straight road game for
the Eastern club.
Tough Away From Home
"It's pretty tough to go
three in a row away from
home," coach Guy Strong
said, in a more-than-mild
understatement. "In the
second half, we just quit
running at the basket the way

we started out."
Eastern only connected on
14 of 25 free throws, a poor
56 percent. The Colonels,
through the first twelve
games, had been leading the
conference in that category
with a 71 percent slate.
Bryant's 20 points were
followed by Billy Burton's 15.
Burton also led Eastern
rebounders with seven.
Then it was the Colonels'
turn to play at home.
Unsuspecting Tennessee Tech
was the victim of a vicious
man-to-man defense and a
steam-roller offense as Eastern
coasted to a 79n&7 victory.
Strong Strengthens Defense >.
Strong started a team
you may remember from
Colonels' U5-89 romp
'AustirP* V^Mr. The
responsible fot both /
Bryant, Burton, Charlie
Mitchell, Daryl Dunagan, and
Carl Greenfield. Strong tried it
again, "to strengthen the
overall team defense." And
strengthen it they did. With
Bryant and Burton hounding
the Tech ball-handlers, and
Mitchell, Dunagan, and
Greenfield providing more
than adequate intimidation

ll

a*.

Converse Tennis Shoes
Reg. $9.95
NOW ONLY
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NOW ONLY

Fashion
Scarves & Hats

Vi PRICE

9 Assists For Burton
Burton had only five
points, but wait a minute.
Nine-count 'em-nine assists
provides 18 porats for
someone else so Strong will
"give him 23 points for the
night."
Charlie Mitchell, who, up
until recently has been
somewhat inconsistent, put it
all together and chalked up 19
points. Not bad for a
sophomore, huh? That's not
all. Mitchell, at only 6-3,
hauled down 16 rebounds to
lead Eastern in that
department.
"Daryl Dunagan came
through in fine style," said
Strong. Another
understatment. 17 points and
14 rebounds is a little better
than fine.
Strong*seems to have come
up with, at least for the time
being, a hustling combination
to finish up the season. The
Colonels are still in the thick
of the fight for second place
in the OVC.

senior co-captain, 1:51.2, 200
yd free; Chris Webb, Soph
from Jackson, Michigan,
11:07.7,in the 1000 yd free
and Earl Robbins from Irvine,
Ky also in the 1000 finished
with 12:32. Robiins had no
previous experience in
swimming before coming to
EKU.
OHIO UNIVERSITY
Revenge for last year's
58-55 loss to OU motivated
the Eels in their conquest at
Athens. Rick Murphy
racked-up a pool mark in the
1000 yd free 10:28.5 and
earned EKU 15 meet points
by also winning the 200 fly
and the 500 yd free. Murphy
barely nipped teammate
Wilson Myers in the 500
5:05.2 to 5:05.8 to lead the
attack. Scott Gallant sailed to
victory on both boards and
cohort Bob Sandford added a
second on the 1 meter and a
thrid on the 3 Meter. One-two
finishes also came in the 1000
- Murphy and Myers, 200 yd
free Bill Stapleton and
Chanley, and Murphy and
Pete Reed in the 200 fly.
Bowling Green was

out-classes in their bid as they
could not garner a first place.1
"We appear to be on our
way to one of our best
seasons," commented Coach
Donald Combs, "but we
cannot have any illness to key
men or get over confident." "Iwas particularly impressed
with the diving of Gallant and
Sandford. When you can beat
the other team on thenboards, where there is a
definite home advantage, you.
really have some outstanding
athletes." "Coach Dan Lichty.
has improved our divingprogram 100% since he joined*
us last year and it has meant
the difference in winning and:
losing many meets." .
Other first place winners
against OU were: Kevin,'
Miks-100 yd. free: 49.2, Row
Holiham-200 yd Breaststroke
2:18.7 and the 400 yd Free:
Relay of Miles, Link Dorroh,:
Reed, and Stapleton 3:19.1.
The EKU swimmers will
test the SEC's fifth place
finisher, Georgia, next
Thursday at 7:00 p.m. at
Donald Combs Natatorium.

Utoto by Thomas O. RaMaM
BLOCKING OUT FOR THE REBOUND
in Monday night's game with Tennessee
Tech are Daryl Dunagan(14), Charlie
Mitchell, center, and Carl Greenfield (54).
Ohio Valley Conference statistics prove that

the Colonels must be doing a good job at
blocking out the opponetn because Eastern
ranks at the top of the league in rebounding
with a 55 plus average. Eastern won the
game 79-67.

Wrestling Team Grapples
At Notre Dame Tomorrow
before the end of the season."
This Friday will be the
Coach House said they
biggest debut that the Eastern
started
on such demanding
wrestling team has had since
practice
sessions
that, without
its initiation when the team
the
guys
dedication
of the
travels to Notre Dame for a
'sport,
they
would
quit.
quarangular meet.
Although Eastern has lost
Starting last Monday the
team and Coach Ron House the first two matches, Coach
began working on peak
House and the team are "very
optimum
physical
confident in the 11 meets
Serformance level with verv
they face in the next 32
em an ding and difficult
days." However, the meets
practice sessions. The team
will be minor parts of work
spent the first semester
for the remainder of the
basically working into mild
season because "I feel the
physical condition and
basic time should be
concentrating on skilled
concentrated in te practice
techniques and maneuvers.
sessions which is where the
Coach House attributed the meets are actually decided,"
reason for this to "preventing added Coach House.
the team from reaching a peak
The only 190 pound
then b e c o m e psyched-out wrestler that was on the team

dropped out at the end of the
semester. Joe Neff, who
wrestled in the 165 pound
class last year and the 134
pound class the first semester
this year has volunteered to
fill that position. Coach House
is "very confident in him."
"The team is doing a
tremendous job and deserves a
great amount of credit for
their work," House added.
The team and the coach
strongly urge all students to
come over to the meet with
Centre College next
Wednesday and encourage the
team. They need your support
and appreciate it. "I'm sure
that no one will be
disappointed in the fact-action
sport," said House.

EKU Jackets
Reg. $17.95

«»5

for the visitor's shots, the
Tennessee team lost the ball
18 times and hit only 35%
from the field.
Strong had high praise for
each player after the triumph,
as well as the tenacious
man-to-man defense. "We like
to play the man-to-man, but
because CM various things, such
as worry'over foul trouble, we
are sometimes unable to use
it." There was no one in
serious foul trouble Monday
night. Burton picked up four
fouls, but Strong went to
Wade Upchurch who took up
where Burton left off.
Showing much poise,
Upchurch seemed to fit right
into the Colonels' defensive
plans. He also connected on
his only field goal attempt, a
nifty 2i5-fiw«eA?frorn;i&e, right
side.
.. tqmi biu ui inteal
Back to the original five,
Bryant, in Strong's words,
"had another fine shooting
night," as he connected on
nine of 16 from the field and
went 4 for 6 from the line. His
22 points paced the Colonel's
balanced offensive attack.

Eastern's 'electrifying' Eels
increased their season mark to
7-1 with wins in three meets
this past weekend. First came
Ball State University, 83-30 at
the Donald Combs
Natatotium
Friday
. afternoon-; then, Saturday at
Athens, Ohio, Mid-American
Conference Champion Ohio
University and Bowling Green
State University felt the shock
as the Eels shipped to 74-39
and 69-41 scores in double
dual meet competition.
BALL STATE
Wilson Myers, exciting Eel
frosh from Birmingham,
cruised to a 5:01.5 clocking in
the 500 free for a pool and
team recording dropping the
old mark of 5:04 J. Myers also
won the 200 yd. free 1:50.8.
Rich Murphy captured the
1000 yd. free and the 200 fly
and Scott Gallant continued
his domination of the diving
events by taking both boards.
The EKU tankmen
collected 10 of 13 firsts and
completed the rout by taking
first and second in 6 events.
Other Eels who had career
best times: Jay Chanley,

11 95

Spirit Nose
Reg. $1.00
NOW ONLY p9C

Bisotti's

THE
COLLEGE
SHIELD

Restaurant
Home of
the

99
Paul S. Jensen Presents:
"The
College
Shield
BACKED BY
•
National Life * Accident Insurance Co.
the 4th Largest Combination Company .n the World

Big Brother

WALLACE'S BOOK STORE
292 South Second Street
• a.m. te n sun.

FUTURES:

1. Unique Personal Cash Value Insurance with emphasis on saving you $$
2. Comprehensive Disability Protection.
3. Outstanding Accidental Death & Dismemberment Benefits.
4. A Multifold Guaranteed Insurability Agreement.
5. Package Benefits for your family.
6. Premiums deferred until after college completion
7. Full coverage while in military service.
These are some of the reasons wliy over 8J/00.000 Americans confide in us. Let me
help you plan your future wisely and give ymi continued service to your complete
satisfaction. Phone 6234726.
...
'
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Hilltoppers Take Lead In OVC Race
ft

Photot by MarHHMM Row an* Larry Bailay

k

EASTERN SOPHMORE CHARLIE MITCHELL showed
some aggressive play in the Tennessee Tech game as he makes a
steal and goes in for an easy layup. The 6-3 sophmore from

Louisville came up with several loose balls and pulled down 16
rebounds in lead the Colonels in that department.

BYJIMKURK
Progress Sports Reporter

As expected in pre-season
forecasts, Western's nationally
ranked Hilltoppers have
dominated early OVC action,
having been hard pressed for a
victory only once in three
point conquest of East
Tennessee. Led by ther
Ail-American candidate, 7
foot Jim McDaniels and the
hustling play of forward Jerry
Dunn and guard Jim Rose, the
Toppers have streaked to a
current 4-0 conference slate
and many experts are already
trying to calculate whom their
possible NCAA tournament
foes might be.
Because of this feeling that
Western is invincible against
conference opposition,
Saturday night's clash at
Murray between the Toppers
and the always tough Racers
should prove to be one of the
most pivotal games of the
OVC season.
If Murray can knock off
Western, a strong possibility in
front of the, Racers' rabid
fans, the proof that the
Toppers can be taken would
serve as a real boost to the
other conference teams

besides actually throwing first
place into a tie.
Murray Is Second
Murray currently stands
second with a 3-1 mark,
marred only by a one point
upset loss to the scrappy East
Tennessee squad. They could
possible prove to be an
extremely tough challenge to
a powerful offensive club like
Western (which has three
players among the
conference's top ten scorers,
led by McDaniel's first place
30.5) through their style of
play alone, which emphasizes
a tough defence and good
percentage shooting.
The Racers have three of
the top eight OVC players in
field goal percentage (all three
over 50%) and are second in
the confernece in defense,
allowing the opposition 70.1
points per game (Middle
Tennessee leads in defense
with a 69.9 opposition
average.)
Among the other teams, it
seems as though Eastern and
East Tennessee have the
greatest potential for
upsetting and possibly
challenging the two leaders.
The Buccaneers already own

one victory over Murray and a
near miss against Western, but
their chances were dampened
somewhat in a surprising loss
to lightly regarded Austin
Peay.
Although they are small
and inexperienced, the Bucs
have proven that they can
contend with bigger teams, in
compiling 4 league wins
against 2 defeats.
Eastern has also been
plagued by inexperience and
the inconsistency that results
from it. As the season
progresses, the Colonels
should develop into a team
that can handle anybody on a
given night, and could have a
lot to say in determining he
outcome of the race if not
actually being in a challenging
position themselves.
Western's invasion late in
February should prove an
excellent measuring stick of
the Colonel's progress, as well
as being a key game in the
conference.
Tech Is Surprised
Tennessee Tech, currently
tied with Eastern with a 3-3
conference record, has
actually played better than
many experts expected so far.
The Eagles have come up with

a exceptional pair of
sophomore guards in Al Lewis
(5th in scoring and 3rd field
percentage) and Wayne Pack,
but suffer from inexperience
and lack of consist ant front
line play. Certainly they could
improve and cause trouble for
the leaders when their
talented sophomores and
transfer players mature.

I

Austine Peay (2-2) and
Middle Tennessee (1-3) are
generally regarded as almost
equal in overall ability, but
these two teams have major
problems which are exactly
opposite. Next to Western,
Austin Peay is the most
powerful offensive club in the
league with an average of 88.3
points per game, but the
Governors have offset this
with a points allowed average
of 90.7, by far the
conference's worst defensive
record.
.

On the other hand, Middle
Tennessee's problem is putting
the ball through the hoop
themselves. They lead the
conference in defense, but are
next to last in offense with an
average of 74.4 points per
game.

rooks Has Overcome Adversities

Backyard Playing Days Are Over I TIGHTWAD DAYS

BY DOUG VANCE
" Progress Sports Reporter

"When I was young my
:father put up a goal in the
;back yard for my brother
!
Harvey and his friends. I was
'too little to play, but I always
'hung around and watched.
& • Sometimes they would let me
3uve the ball to dribble and
*Thoot. I tired hard to put it in
the basket, but I was just too
weak and small. Everyone
•would always tease me "
Robert Brooks' high
pitched voice trailed on tha on
recalling those days in the
backyard on the dirt court of
111 Collins Street. His voice
was filled with a little
laughter, and a little sadness as
he reminisced,. ^about ^his
meeting with the game of
basketball.
"There were a lot of us
who would get together and
play ball. We were all about
the same age and size, and
when we played I guess we
made a lot of noise. Like the
rest, I was too weak to the the
ball up to the goal. I had to
rare back and sling it up until
I got bigger."
Robert did get bigger but
his shooting technique didn't
change much. During his
playing days in high school,
his shot came from a cocked
right hand that was positioned
about even with his right ear.
My Shot Never Chans*!
the way I always
v shot"That's
when I was little, and it
was more comfortable for me,
so it never changed.
It was apparent that
Robert enjoyed talking about
his first days of playing ball. It
was something he was good at,
and he learned to love the
game. Basketball was one of
the bright spots in that rough
growing period of his life. His
father died, when Robert was
around the age of 10, leaving
<( the burden and support on
-brother Harvy and their
Mother.
It was during these days
that dust on the old dirt court
probably stirred the most.
■Brooks spent many hours
playing basketball there. He
wathchedpro ball on
[television. He became a
tudent of the game, acquiring
lot of heroes.
Learned How To Play
"One thing I learned from
watching those pro games was
how to play when I'm under
the basket. I jump up and fake

the shot, hoping to draw a
foul, then on the way down I
try and flip the ball in the
basket."
Brooks played organized

to the floor, Robert always
has that same frozen look.
One of those who has
followed the life of Brooks is
Max Good, now assistant

coach at Madison High
School. Max, who is probably
Robert's number one fan,
likes to talk about his
devotion to the game.
.

Sty? Ituueratty £>horj

Practiced 3 Hours A Day
"1 know there was not a
day this past summer that
Robert wasn't out playing ball
at least three hours a day. And
over Christmas vacation, when
most boys are restingup,
Robert was over here
scrimaging our boys every
day. He just loves the game.
His roommate Charlie Mitchell
told me he had never seen a
more dedicated ball player in
his life."

ROBERT BROOKS WHEELS AND DEALS
ball in the fourth and fifth
grades and on through high
school. He received another
blow his junior year when his
mother passed away. From
that point on it was just he
and Harvey and the game of
basketball on which Robert
could depend on.
That group of boys too
weak to get the ball to the
hoop had grown up by the
time the reached their third
year in high school.
They had all grown up
together, with one dream,
going to the State High School
Basketball Tournament. They
made it that year and their
senior year also. Brooks was
the leader of the bunch and it
was he that almost brought
them a state championship.
But both years, they fell short
on the goal and with
graduation from Madison
High, the group split up,
hoping for a championship in
college.
Is Leading Scorer
i

Robert came to Eastern
mainly because it was
practically in his backyard. He
is now playing on the
freshman team and as usual he
is the leading scorer, and
probably the most promising
player. For those who have
followed his career, Robert is
probably becoming famous
for his never changing
expression. If he gets an elbow
in the stomach, or is knocked

Robert 'Brooks is still
learning and improving. His
moves and unusual shots will
no doubt become a legend at
EKU. And despite his unusual
style no one ever teases him
like they did back on the old
dirt court.

WOMENS
mil

t>^,

Bryant Leads Free Throwers
Continued from page 6

OVC also show w&l in the statistical department
through games of Jan. II. Eastern ranks third in
scoring average with a 87.4 mark, and they lead both
rebounding and free throw accuracy with marks of
55.4 and 71.9 respectively.
On an individual basis, George Bryant is the
Colonels' man among OVC leaders. The 6-0 guard
ranks third in scoring with a 25.1 average per game
and leads the conference in free throw percentage
with an 85.5 mark which also places him high in the
nation.
The Colonels' forward, Carl Greenfield, has slipped
somewhat in rebounding but still stands fourth in the
league with 12.8 grabs per game.

SALE

Price

i

SPORT
COATS

\

.ii

Vz Price
RUSH!! LIMITED
TIME ONLY

GREAT SELECTION I I

DON'T WAIT!!

COACH DON COMBS NEARS 100th VICTORY
Eastern Swimming coach Don Combs is nearing
another landmark and his team should present him
his 100th victory soon. This year the Eels are off to
another great start with a 7-1 mark at the midpoint of
the schedule. Tonight the 'Electrifying' Eels will be
out to sting the University of Georgia in a 7 p.m.
meet in the Donald Combs Natatorium.

COATS

SHIRTS

Vz OFF

Vz Price
SWEATERS

Vz Price

|

BLOUSES
SHOES

Vz Priced

Vz OFF
DRESSES

Vz OFF

[COATS: Vz OFF
Looking for

ALL DEPTS. UP

a Big Meal for

TO Vz OFF

I

DON'T MISS
THIS!!

a LI file Money?

ONE H8.CUANUS
Stop in and see
CORNER NORTH SECOND * IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

:

WWrt You Got QuoMv
OnoHour Dry Ckonfaq And
inr#Q I lour SMrf aorvtco
4 Days A Wee*

Andy's for the best
Pizza In town.

Andy's Pizza Palace
"We not only advertise the best pizza in the
world, We make it."

Umitrraittj
g>hop

I

212 Water Street
Phone 623-9674

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. MON. thru SAT.
Student Charge Accounts Welcomed

,*-.

I
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Women Make It
In A Man's World
three washers, and there are no
Women ...to make it in a
ironing boards," added Rena
'Man's World', try living in a
Stolt a freshman from
man's dormitory as
Wyoming, Michigan. "The
approximately four-hundred
co-eds are doing this semester. clothes dryers aren't any good
Keith Hall was the first
either," she said, "but it's like
men's dormitory to be taken
living in a palace after
over by females last fall. Now,
Burnam. At least the plaster
others are being transformed
isn't falling apart."
into girls' dorms to provide
"I love it," was Jenny
homes for about two-hundred
Croley's, a freshman from
and forty-eight girls who
Williamsburg, first reaction.
previously lived in Burnam or "There's so much space, and
elsewhere. Burnam, which had
it's so clean."
a full capacity of
Susan Peters, sophmore
approximately 378, has been
from Covington liked the
closed for remodeling.
location of the dorm while
Living in a man's freshman Gale Terstegge, from
dormitory is still a relatively
Boston, liked the view in
new idea, but one that seems
comparison to the four walls
to catch on quite favorably
she had in the basement at
with most all the girls. Aside
Burnam.
from the first negative
"It takes a little getting
reactions of living in a dorm
used to; the lack of privacy in
without sinks in the rooms
the bathrooms, the tall
and suitable mirrors, the girls,
mirrors and the missing
on a whole, seem to be very
sinks," said Nanette Fox, a
happy with their new homes. junior from South Irvin. "But
The restrooms, with their it's nice here."
'community showers', have
Linda Hapner, a freshman
now been made a little more from Kettering said, "It's
private with the use of shower okay here, but I'll be ready to
curtains.
go back to Burnam after it's
A large majority of the i remodeled."
comments were favorable, but '
McCreary Hall and Miller
with change there is always a Hall, two of a three unit
little period of adjustment, complex will be closed this
and this was no exception.
semester, leaving only
"No sinks! The mirrors are Beckham Hall open with
too high," were a few of the approximately 12 residents,
first comments from Iva all of whom are at least
Tindall, a sophmore from twenty-one.
Campbellsburg. "Also there are
Last semester, the three
no bathtubs in the unit complex housed 140
restrooms,** she said.
male students. Beckham
"The basement has only was
originally built to
accommodate 48 male'
students. The rooms in
Beckham are arranged in
suites of four rooms and one
bath, per section, with one
section above the other, each
with its own outside entrance.
MOTION PICTURE
The
rooms are furnished with
ATTRACTIONS
bunk
beds, desks and chests
HIRAM BROCK
without
mirror or sinks.
AUDITORIUM
The
atmosphere at
EASTERN KENTUCKY
Beckham was very quiet and
UNIVERSITY
reserved, resembling one of
possibly a ghost chamber or a
January 22 & 23
haunted house, but the
Friday & Saturday
residents are very appreciative
THE LANDLORD
of the quiet
study-like
Brought back for those
atmosphere and privacy it
who missed it in
offers. "It's like living in a
December .
hotel," was a comment made
Beau Bridges.Pearl Bailey
by Paula Pritcherd, a senior
R
from Garrett.
• **•
January 25, 26 & 27
Monday
Tuesday & Wednesday
PATTON
#
GP
Graphic film story of
the complex,
fascinating character
of General George S.
Patton of World War II

Sexes Agree
On Girl's Lib

Rush Is. . .Hoping
Rush is a busy, hectic, yet
fun filled week for greek
women and rushees.
To the actives, rush is
plans, preparation, and hopes
for a fabulous pledge class. To
the rushee, rush is a blur of
faces, indecision, and hope
that they will make the
correct decision.
Rush, which began Sunday
with a tea in Walnut Hall, has
consisted of first round parties
held Monday and Tuesday
nights and second round
parties on Wednesday.
Preference parties are
scheduled for Friday evening

Two Eastern Kentucky
University students, William
L. Stoess and Donald W.
Wells, recently participated on
WHAS radio "Campus
Viewpoint" programs.
Stoess, a senior electronic
data processing major from
Crestview, participated in the
discussion of "How Important
is a Sense of Vocation" which
was broadcast January 7. He
was the editor of the 1970
Milestone and is a member of
the Kappa Alpha Order.
Stoess felt that the
program was "worthwhile"
and that it could be of benefit
to people with vocational
problems. Both said that the
other participants were
cooperative.
Wells, a junior economics
major from Paris, participated
in the discussion "Our

v

%

DIXIE CLEANERS
& LAUNDRY
(On your way to town)
This offer good thru January 30, 1971

w

#$

'Home Cooked Food'

Yes

Rapidly Changing Times"
which was aired last Thursday,
January 14. He is
vice-president of the Kappa
Alpha Order.
When asked about the
worthiness of the program,
Wells said, "Anytime that
people can get together and
e xpress ideas, it is
worthwhile."
Students from Morehead
State University, Berea
College, and the University of
Kentucky will be participants
in these programs.
Earlier this year, Kirk
Kan die, Progress editorial
assistant and a member of
Sigma Chi fraternity, took
part in a similar broadcast on
obscenity and pornography.

Continuing Ed
Offers Classes
Eastern will offer some 170
classes in a continuing
education program for the
spring semester. The classes,
primarily designed for people
who are unable to register as
full time students, will be held
on Saturdays and in the
evenings during the week.
School teachers will find
more opportunities to
continue their education than
any other professional people;
the College of Education will
offer about 75 of these
classes.
The Department of
Accounting will offer evening
courses in federal income
taxes and in stock and bond
investments. Both courses are
referred to as a "shortcourse"
in that they terminate on
March 9, after beginning on
January 19.
The income tax course is
designed to assist salaried and
self-employed "people in

preparing their own federal
income tax returns by
bringing them up to date on
the Internal Revenue Code
and Regulations and the
changes in tax forms for 1970.
The investments course will
be taught by William E.
Gorman, an accounting
executive of a Lexington
investment firm, and will
cover corporate finance, the
money ma rket,
the
over-the-counter market,
taxes, bonds, types of orders,
margin and cyclical stocks,
and charting.
Persons needing technical
and vocational education will
find about 30 spare-time
classes in the College of
Applied Arts and Technology.
.These include mctalwork,
welding, communications
electronics, wood technology,
law enforcement, and
corrections.
Classes in the College of
Arts and Sciences range from
plant ecology, French
linguistics, oratorio chorus,
and Spanish poetry to the
more usual offerings of
literature, history, science,
mathematics and music.

Summer Jobs
Available
Summer job opportunities
look good for students this
summer and now is the time
to start looking.
This very optimistic
outlook comes from the 1971
editions of "Summer
Employment Directory of the
United States" and "Directory
of Overseas Summer Jobs."
The optimism is also shared
by the Eastern Placement
Office.
For students who want to
work in the States, the jobs

Ticket Office Opens

7:00 P.M.
Show Starts
7:30 P.M.
Admission 75c
Children (under 12)- 50c

^.^.-"••r1

N. 2nd St.

Valentine
Special

I "ill--' iv';,'5»• •. I

February 14
Sale

speed reading lesson.
You'll increase your reading speed on the spot!
> Actually participate in techniques that will increase your
reading and study speed on the spot.
> Learn how you can cut your study time in half.
> Learn how you can comprehend and remember more.
> Learn why over half a million people have taken the Reading Dynamics course.

Come to your free lesson.
SUNDAY through FRIDAY
January 24 through 29
4 P.M. and 7:30 P.M. each day
RAMADA INN

525 W.ller Ave. (formerly Imperial House)

H Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
PHONE 252-3484

LIMIT: One Time Only

are largely in recreational
areas-summer camps, national
parks, resorts, and some major
corporations. The prime
sources that the placement
office has are summer camps
and national parks.
Those who wish to work
abroad should start looking
now to allow plenty of time
for completing applications,
getting passports and visas,
and arranging for lodging if it
is not provided. The student
must usually pay his own way
to and from Europe.
Placement director, John
Vickers, has material and
applications on various
opportunities in his office on
the third floor of the Jones
Building.
ApjUicjiMiUfc^jnjLy be
picked up in the Upward
Bound Office, room 409
Jones Building, for
tutor-counselors for the
Upward Bound Program of
the summer of 1971.
Applicants must have a junior,
senior; or graduate
classification.

Growth Gives
Tutorial Help
G.R.O.W.T.H. symbolizes
Greater Richmond
Opportunity for Wider
Tutorial Help. But what
exactly is GROWTH? It is a
voluntary association of
educational professionals and
college students who provide a
program of tutoring for local
city school children.
GROWTH'S purpose is to
unite the various tutoring
organizations that once served
the Richmond schools.
By being an independent
organization, hopefully, it can
work better with other
Richmond area educational,
civic, and church
organizations. However,
Eastern administrators and
professors often give their
help.
'
There are four sites in town
where the tutoring is done.
Transportation will be
provided to and from the
campus. Anyone interested
should contact Peggy Wires at
622-4487. GROWTH needs
more people who are willing
to help and it is hoped this
semester that GROWTH itself
will grow.

23%

No opinion
6%
When the students were
asked why they supported or
did not support the Women's
Lib Movement, they expressed
many different and interesting
opinions.
One student was Charles
Bright, a freshman from
Cincinnati, Ohio. "I think it is
a ridiculous movement. I feel
that the women have equal
rights now. They talk about
being discriminated against,
but everyone is in one way or
the other."
"Women in high positions
in society started off the

whole thing," said Denny Ham '
a freshman fromCynthiana. "1
don't think men and women
could ever be completely
equal in our society. The man
is the dominate figure and will
probably stay so."
Harold Green, a junior
from Lexington, expressed a *
different point of view. "I
think it is a good idea. It may
eventually destroy some of
our social hang-ups and cause
men to learn to treat women
better than just second-class
citizens."
**r think it's only fair that ,
men and women should be
treated equally,'Ivas the opinion
of Buddy Bachman, freshman >
from Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. "Just because a person
is a woman does not
necessarily make her (
something special. I think it's
turning out to be a fairly good
movement."
Although the students
questioned did express a
variety of opinions concerning
their support or non-support
of the movement, a large
majority of them did agree on f
two major things.
One of those was that i
many of the leaders of the
Women's Lib Movement were
"too extreme" and sometimes
asked for too much. The
second point of agreement
was on women's pay.
Practically all of those
questioned agreed that women I
should receive equal pay for
equal time.
j
As a final question, the
students were asked: "Overall,
do you think that the
Women's Liberation
Movement has been of any
real significance to us?" The
replies were:
j
Has been significant 53%
Has not been
significant
38%
No opinion
19%
A

Eastern Offers
Regional Planning
"Eastern is the only college Seminar." Topics of
in Kentucky that offers a investigation in this study are
regional planning program." population, urban sociology,
This statement was made by economics, and conservation.
Dr. Ronald L. Marionneaux,
associate professor of
Dr. Marrionneaux said,
geography, concerning "We thought the program was
Eastern's new bachelor's necessary because of the great
degree program in regional need for planning in our
planning.
country. We are interested in
This new program is an training a number of planners V
approach to large scale to help solve environmental
planning instead of urban problems."
studies. "It is a flexible
Government officials have
program that provides said that the demand for
undergraduates with a general planners at all levels exceeds
background in planning," Dr. the supply by a ratio greater
Marrionneaux said. "It is than 10 to one, and that the
unusual in that there are very supply-to-demand ratio will
few undergraduate planning not reach a balance within the
programs in the country."
next ten years.
Planning is a means of
using space and resources
The objectives of the study
effectively to serve man.
are to prepare undergraduate • »
"Eastern's /program, planners qualified to enter
,
offering a major in this into the lower levels of
subject, gives the student a planning units, to give them.
working knowledge of the practical experience, and to
physical environment and the serve as a source of planning:
human element, and the information.
integration of the .two," says
The^program schools also*
Dr. Marionneaux.
provide local communities;
The planning program was with assistance in:
approved by the Eastern consultation, advice, seminars':
Board of Regents last summer and other educationaland went into effect this activities, Dr. Marionneaux-:
semester.
said.
i,
The Geography department
The planning program will.
is co-ordinating the regional be taught by Eastern;
planning program. Geography professors, but a few planners*
is the central theme of study from the state and local area
,|
with work also in sociology, will be called in from time toj
political science, geology, time to give lectures.
economics, and agriculture.
Support for this program's:
The first. planning courses development has come from?
to be offered next fall, include the Ky. Progressive*
"Planning Theory," "Urban Development office and Area ,
Design," "Legal Aspect of .Developments Districts in:;
Planning," and "Planning Kentucky.
bi

Limit One Set

Buy oil 8 x 10 color portrait at Reg. Prico of $16"
(2nd 8 x 10 Print 14c)
2 5x7 Color at Reg. 14"
(2nd 2 prints 14s)
9 Wallets at Reg. 12"
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

(2nd 9 wallets 14')

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

KEN HARLrfJW

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

PHONE

BIG

MILL

RICHMOND.

MAIN STRUT

AVENUE

KENTUCKY

.
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68%

Slightly
27%
No...
5%
There appeared to be a vast
difference in the responses
between male and female, as
can be expected, on the first
question. The women
expressed a
more
knowledgeable answer, while
the men appeared to be
somewhat vague in their
answers.
The second question the
students were asked was:
"Considering all aspects of the
Women's Liberation
Movement, do you support
it?"
The replies were:
No
.:
71%

EKU Students Appear On WHAS

Skirts 39*
Slacks & trousers 39c

Maiden, Stephen Young
PLUS BONUS
FEATURETTE
ORIGINAL
1938 NEWS REEL
•• ••
January 29 & 30
Friday & Saturday
TWO MULES FOR
SISTER SARA
GP
Featuring a quickon-the-trigger adventurer and
a bogus nun.
Clint Eastwood
Shirley MacLain
••• •
Selected Short Subjects
AU Programs

Yes

as follows: 5:30 to 6:05,
Alpha Kappa in the recreation
room of Earle Combs Hall;
6:20 to 6:55, Kappa Delta in
Walters Hall recreation room;
7:10 to 7:45, Chi Omega, in
the McGi or Hall date
lounge; 8 to 6..35, Delta Sigma
Theta, in the Beckham Hall
lobby; 8:50 to 9:25, Alpha
Delta Pi will hold theirs in the
McGregor Hall recreation
room; 9:40 to 10:15, Alpha
Gamma Delta, in Combs
Classroom Building room 322;
and 10:30 to 11:05, Kappa
Phi Delta, in Combs Hall
lobby.

Newsbriefs

SAVE!

fame.
George Scott, Karl

Contrary to popular belief,
men and women do agree on
the Women's Liberation
Movement...or at least some
aspects of it. This was one of
the findings which resulted
from a recent campus
telephone survey in which
fifty students, picked at
random on Eastern's campus,
were questioned.
The students questioned
were first asked, "Are you
familiar with the Women's
Liberation Movement. The
replies were:

and

WATER STREET

<

I
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Institute Announces
Scholarship Deadline

Teachers Meet
The Kids Live!

A

•

■
:

.
.
:
.
n
o

The student teaching
experience, that first
confrontation between
teacher and student, got a
boost this semester from an
education class in which
future teachers had an
opportunity to work directly
with students and encounter
real live classroom experiences
face to face.
This new approach was
Mrs. Cacus Flesher's
Education 317 class (Human
Growth and Development)
where elementary majors
taking the course spent one
hour each week in direct
observation and interaction
with Mrs. Gloria Metcalf and
Mrs. Kay Mills' second grade
classes at Model Laboratory
School.
Students Assist

K
*■

i

"Our students help the
i teachers with the children,
i individually or in groups,"
S Mrs. Flesher said. "They may
i assist a student with a reading
problem, escort the children
. through the building, move
furniture, keep certain
v records-all under the
.direction of the supervising
teacher, of course."
Dr. William McKenney,
chairman of the Educational
^Foundations Department,
voiced his approval of Mrs.
Flesher's practice. "Our
J students have a very direct
experience with children," he
■aid, "and we feel this is very
important in light of the fact
that prospective teachers'
experiences are often too
abstract to be effective."

receptive. "Some students
wouldn't want us to leave,"
Miss Davis recalled.
Although such direct
contact is relatively new,
observation in general has long
been a regular practice at
Model. Dr. Jim Henry,
director, gave some indication
of the extensive observation
that goes on weekly there.
"We have over 800
observers a week who come
for at least one hour," he said.
"In addition, we have teachers
from many
surroundingschools who visit us during
their in-service days."

Photo by Ron Wjife

A FRIENDLY SMILE from a future
elementary teacher can make reading more
fun for any enthusiastic second grader. Mrs.
Mary Adrianne Davis, Lancaster, conducts a

Dissertation Project

group reading session at Model as part of
Education 317. She not only gets the
practical experience, but course credit as
well.

The Institute for American
Universities in Avignon and
Aix-en-Provence in Southern
France, announces its deadline
for scholarship applications as
April 15th.
Awards vary according to
need and merit, and usually
consist of tuition grants. The
basis for awards is a
combination of scholastic
distinction and high
recommendations from
faculty advisers and the Dean
of the applicant's home
college or university.
The Institute for American
Universities, established in
Aix-en-Provence in 1957,
offers
American

Problems Confronted

"Right now we have some
dissertation projects going on,
but we don't know exactly
how many hours they spend
here gathering data for their
research.
"Even classes outside
education make use of Model.
Right now we have some
sociology majors who are
doing a study on some
problem in their field," he
■continued.
So, despite the sometimes
criticized "model" situation,
the laboratory school
continues to open its doors to

Big Hill Are.
Next to Burger Queen
Cell 623-9307

■

Ecology Courses Initiated
Two courses at Eastern this
spring will demonstrate
"crucial problems and
solutions in the modern
environment," according to
Dr. Edwin A. Hess, chairman
of the Department of
Biological Sciences.
He said the courses will
include information on
population growth, control of
human and industrial wastes,
air pollution, the disease
problem, environmental
stresses, restoration of wildlife

observers vas well as student
teachers-all in the interest of
education at Eastern.

See Do nuts Made
In Front Of
%You - JSOT - HOT

and laboratory series that will
and vegetative: beauty, and
interest non-science as well as
"many other facets of a
science majors, he added.
complex environment and the
This new environmental
ecosystem."
material will be introduced by
New educational material
these members of the EKU
on the environment will be
biology faculty: Drs. Bran ley
included in the courses,
Branson, John C. Williams,
Biology 161 and 162. "They
Ward
J. Rudersdorf, Eugene
will be directed by professors
Schroeder, Donald L. Batch,
who have state, national, and
and Marvin P. Thompson.
international reputations for
The courses will be taught
their research publications and
by Drs. John Harley from
activities in agencies related to
conservation," Dr. Hess said. «, Kent State University and
Robert Creek from the
These professors will
University of Arkansas, "both
present demonstrations of
highly
capable physiologists in
environmental and ecological
environmental, animal, and
damage and modern methods
plant science," Dr. Hess said.
of problem solving in a lecture

MAIN

Experiences Discussed

u<

James Jackson, a junior
from Manchester, agrees that
his work there has been
.valuable, but "it wasn't long
enough. We didn't have
enough time to get as involved
as we would like," he said.
Both students found the
Model second graders

undergraduates a year of
study abroad in either Aix Program is available for
(with its ancient university) or students who are fluent in
Avignon (Medieval City of the French and who have the
Popes). A one-semester support of home colleges or
universities, to work directly
program is also offered.
Courses follow the at the University.
Students are housed with
American curriculum (15
French
families on a room and
credits r>rr semester) and the
breakfast
or on a
majority of the courses are
"demi-pension"
basis, and
offered in French, history,
encouraged
to
participate
as
government, and the fine arts
and are given in English. much as possible in the
French specialists attend the activities of the French
"Institut d ' E t udes student organizations.
For more information
Francaises," and the
write
airmail to: Director,
Government and History
Institute
for American
majors are offered courses at
Universities,
2
bis, rue du Bon
the "institu
d'Etudes
Paste
ur,
13-Aix-en-Proven
ce,
Politiques."
France.
The French Honors

Soon To Be In Towns Everywhere

All Kinds Of Pastries
Salads Galore

10( Off
ON ONE DOZEN

I

CAK DONUTS
Good

through January 28

Roast Beef - Turkey
Cora Beef - Bologaa

Entire Stock
Fall
Winter
Fashions

TOWIME CINEMA
The 317 students who
often discuss their experiences
in the four hours of class time,
do get credit for their
participation at the lab school
"The teachers there keep in
close touch with me/' Mrs.
Flesher said, "so I have a good
idea about what my students
are doing in the program."
The students in Education
317 echo departmental
enthusiasm although they
would like more time to work
with the students.
Mary Adrianne Davis, a
junior from Lancaster, feels
that the experience is very"
beneficial. "We encounter real
examples of the teaching
1
situation," she said, "and as
we do, we help answer the
question, 'Do I want to be a
teacher?"

; l

J - I 505

NOWI For 18's and over
Matinees Mon. thru Frl.-* l00 til 5 p.m

fl 3-RING
EIREUS
FOR
ABUIfFS
»

►Coats

COLE RUCKER, another second grader, gets some
encouragement from James Jackson, Manchester. The
assistance comes as a result of Education 317's attempt to get
potential teachers involved with students before they go out to
do their own teaching.

Robes ©Purses

Harris Acts As Editor
Of Philosophy Journal
Dr. R.B. Harris, associate
professor of philosophy at
Eastern Kentucky University,
was guest editor of "The
Southern Journal of

t?niM?t#i
Value.

Philosophy" for its joint
summer and fall issue.
The issue contains articles
by Dr. John C. Cooper,
chairman of the EKU
philosophy department, and
Dr. Abraham Kaplan, an
internationally known
philosopher from the
University of Michigan, who
recently was a guest lecturer
at Eastern.
Dr. Harris, who came to
Eastern this year, earned his
Ph. D at Temple University.
He holds degrees from the
University of Richmond,
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, and Emory
University.

•Dresses

•Lingerie
•Scarves

Mittens

Yi
All Sales Final
•UDOY fMISAtl - EllSAKTH UONKA JOHN A10HMAN IUJUNT- .NO KI.OOUC.NG DKK SUS

\ONLY $100 All Day Every Wednesday

Nylon knit pants sets.

TOLLY-HO

stripe tops, solid-tone
• step-in pants.
Sizes 8 to 16.

RESTAURANT
EKU By-Pass

Open 24 hrs. a day
We Have a Complete Menu
BREAKFAST - specializing in delicious pancakes (breakfast served anytime)
LUNCH - complete line of sandwiches • daily luncheon special - vegetables
DINNER - steaks - chicken - sea foods - (baked potatoes)

Good Food - Pleasant Surroundings - Prompt Service
Fair Prices
;
I

i
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I

SPECIAL GET ACQUAINTED OFFER— —|
2 EGGS (cooked to your order)
TOAST, JELLY & COFFEE

39°
^

WithAt
this coupon

I
I

i

Check This Paper
Weekly For Our
Specials

Dining Room - Curb - Carry Out
623-9218

All Merchandise In Downtown Store Only
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Senate Approves More
Curriculum Revisions

Olympic Star To Speak'
On Youth Opportunities

Those graduating with
Eastern's Faculty Senate has
approved revisions in the either of the corrections
corrections curriculum of the degrees can go on to be jail
Law Enforcement department guards and administrators,
to take effect in the fall of counselors in juvenile detentioni
1971. The present associate of centers, employees of
arts degree in corrections has probation and parole agencies,
been altered, and beginning in or as adult probation and
the fall, Eastern will offer a parole officers.
baccalaureate degree with a
major in corrections.
Rules Committee Report
Noting the growing number
of students interested in the
corrections aspect of law
In other business, the
enforcement and the representatives voted to
increasing demand for persons receive a report of the rules
trained in correctional work, committee presented by Dr.
the law enforcement Roberta B. Hill, Chairman of
department asked for revision the Home Economics
in the associate of arts department and the
program, as well as the committee. It was agreed not
establishment of a major.
to vote on the proposal until
Six new courses will be the next
Faculty Senate
offered by the department as meeting, which will be in
a result of the faculty senate February.
action. They are: Correctional
The rules committee made
Institutions, Treatment in suggestions designed for
Corrections, Institutional smoother and more efficient
Security, Corrections operation of the Faculty
Administration, a three hour Senate. Distribution of a
seminar, and a practicum compendium of Robert's
course.
Rules of Order and a
permanent seating chart for
the
year are two
recommendations. The date of
the meetings and the actions
taker in the event a senator
vacates his seat and committee
position were also included.

Jessee Owens, a former
Olympic Games star
considered by many sports
experts as one of the greatest
track and field athletes of the
century, will speak on
Eastern's campus next
Thursday.
The program which will be
sponsored by the University
Center Board, is scheduled for
8 p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
There will be no admission
charge.
Owen's topic for his
Eastern appearance will be
"Opportunity of a Youth in
Today's Society." He is the
author of a recently published
book, Blackthink.
In the book, Owens
makes known his views on the
country's racial crisis and
offers suggestions for
meaningful and peaceful
change.
A resident of Chicago,
Illinois, he devotes much of
his time to underprivileged
youth as a board member and
former director of the Chicago
Boy's Club. Also for five and a
half years he was the sports
specialist of the Illinois Youth
Commission.

Frat Rush
To Begin
January 21

Fraternity rush officially
began on the first day of
classes, January 13. Rush
parties begin today and bids
may be extended after
Monday, January 25. Bids
may be extended at any time
in the semester and may also
be accepted at any time by
the rushees.
"We're having an open rush
period this time," said
Inter-fraternity Council
President, Herb Jones, "with
no restrictions whatsoever.
To rush, men must have a
2.0 average and cannot be on
social probation. Registration
is in Bob Tarvin's office, 212
Coates Administration
Building.

Request Requested
If the new rules are passed
just as they were submitted by
the committee, students
desiring to attend meetings of
the Faculty Senate in the
future would have to make
either an oral or written
request in order to attend.
The
Faculty Senate i could
object to the attendance of
any students if the members
of the Senate so desired. The
meetings would remain open
to all members of the faculty
and administration.

Robert E. Stebbins. Dr.
Stebbins, the representative of
the History Department,
requested and has been
granted a semester's leave by
the Board of Regents.

February 1
Is Deadline
For Aurora
The dead line for
submitting articles for , the
Aurora has been extended to
February 1,
1971.
Pre-publication tickets are
now on sale.
The Aurora, a literary
publication edited and written
by Eastern students, comes
out annually; last year's
booklet numbered 64 pages.
Poems, short stories, short
plays, and expository articles
should be submitted to Mr.
Jay Roberts, Combs
Classroom 105, or to Aurora,
Box 367 , Eastern Kentucky
University.
Aurora's publication date is
late March and pre-publication
subscription tickets may be
purchased from Dr. William
Sutton, Combs 100, Mr. Jay
Roberts, Combs 105, or from
Aurora staff members (Robert
Pollock, Betty Jo McKinney,
Robert Ruh, Cindi Dorman,
Elizabeth Cocanougher,
Patricia Flowers, Howard
Thompson, Thomas Hanney).
Only 1,000 copies of
Aurora will be printed this
year compared to 1,500
copies last year.
l
Please send
copies of
Sthe 1971 Aurora to:
'Name
* Address

The elections committee City
State
approved Dr. George W.
Robinson; Chairman of the •
I have enclosed $1.00
History Department, to fill • (check or cash) for each copy.
the vacated senate seat of Dr.

--•
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•
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Photo by Carry BaHoy
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REGINA McWHORTER, senior elementary education
major from Lincoln Co., constructs a poster illustrating the
proper manner to print letters on the first grade level. Regina
will be making many such teaching aids as a part of methods
class in the next six weeks before leaving Eastern to do student
teaching in the first grade at Danville.

In 1955 the United States
He has gained respect and |-:>
State Department delegated honor, not only for his":
Owens as America's achievements as an athelete of
"Ambassador of Sports" and unparralleled skill and ability, *,
sent him on a two-month but also because of his many good will tour of the Far East. and varied activities in
The following year he went to community services.
Australia as one of the
His experience with youth
personal representatives of
all
over the world has brought I
President Eisenhower at the
into sharp focus for him the
16th Olympiad.
He highlighted his career in needs and problems of young
people everywhere.
the 1936 Olympic games held
His major concern is doing
in Berlin, Germany, where he
gained international his full share to make available
distinctione with a Dramatic better and. more complete:
victory that set new Olympic educational opportunities for
records. He won individual^ , all youth. To this end the ~:\
titles in the 100-meters, Jesse Owens Educational
200-meter s, and broad jump. Foundation was established.

Appointments Approved
By Board Of Regents
Two major administrative
appointments were approved
last Thursday by the Board of
Regents, for personnel in the
College of Education. These
were Dr. Jim G. Henry and
Dr. David L. Rush.
Henry was approved as the
Director of the University's
laboratory school. Dr. Henry
served as acting director of
Model during the first
semester of the academic year,
and his appointment follows
as recognition of his
performance.
Dr. ' Henry received the
B.A. degree from Berea
College, the M.A. from

Eastern, and the Ed.D. in the
joint doctoral program
between Eastern and the
University of Kentucky.
The second approval was
Dr. David L. Rush as director
of Professional Laboratory
Experiences. In this position
he will assume major
responsibility for the
development, organization
and administration of
Eastern's pre-student teaching
and student teaching
programs.
Dr. Rush received the B.A.
and M.A. degrees from
Eastern and the Ed.D. from
Ball State University. He has

previous experiences as a
classroom teacher, principal,
laboratory school teacher, and
college supervisor of student
teaching.

Oops•..
Last week's Progress
erroniously omitted the name
of Linda Mae Young, Maud,
Ohio and Ronald Kendrick,
Florence from the list of our
four point students. The
Progress apologizes for this
oversight on our part.

JESSE OWENS, who was acclaimed "Champion of the
Century" in 1960, will speak on the topic of "Opportunity of
a Youth in Today's Society" at Eastern next Thursday night at
8 p.m. in Brock Auditorium. There will be no admission t
charge.
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TO SAY

IT HAS BEEN
A
GENUINE PLEASURE
SERVING YOU
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UNIVERSITY
Come In And Shop At Your Leisure
Now That The Rush Is Over

BOOK STORE
HOURS 8-6 Mon. - Thur.

8-5 Fri.

8-12 Sat.

